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By Barrett Tillman
We’ve all seen the bumper stickers: “The Sec-

ond Amendment is not about duck hunting.”
Definitely true. But maybe the Second Amend-

ment IS linked to deer hunting.
Consider this:
A popular e-mail circulating in “The Gun Cul-

ture” notes that in a recent season, Wisconsin
alone fielded 600,000 hunters. According to Bad-
ger State sources, that number would equal the
eighth largest army on earth, which is true (after
the active-duty military of Turkey and ahead of
Iran). Reportedly Michigan’s hunters numbered
about 700,000 and Pennsylvanians approached
750,000.

Actually, the e-
mail was wrong.
Checking online, we
find that in 2009
Wisconsin sold
843,000 deer licens-
es, including
638,000 for
firearms. And Penn-
sylvanians pur-
chased 948,000 gen-
eral hunting licenses
for the 2009-2010
season.

Then there’s
Michigan. Between
2004 and 2009,
those folks purchased an average of 1.56 million
deer tags annually, including bow hunters. If that
number represented individuals, the Wolverine
State fell between the active military strengths of
China and the United States.

So what’s the foregoing have to do with pre-
serving our right to bear arms?

The Founders were deeply mistrustful of a
standing army, with good reason. They had just
won the war for American independence from
Britain, which possessed the greatest army on
earth. The Second Amendment was crafted as a
check on the greedy grasp of government: a per-
manent deterrent and, if necessary, an active
resistance. That’s why they placed so much
emphasis upon “personally owned” arms.

Reportedly, other people took note. Again
reverting to Internet sources (caveat emptor any-
one?) they included Japan’s Admiral Isoroku
Yamamoto who planned the Pearl Harbor attack.
Allegedly he advised against an invasion of North
America “…because there would be a rifle behind
every blade of grass.”

Like the more-famous quote about awakening a
sleeping giant, Yamamoto’s purported statement
regarding armed Americans cannot be verified.
(There’s some evidence that the statement was
made by another Japanese officer.) Certainly
Yamamoto was aware of widespread civilian

firearms ownership, as he studied in the U.S. dur-
ing the 1920s. More pertinent, however, is logis-
tics – the axle upon which all wars turn. By 1942,
Japan was engaged in a long war in China while
expanding its holdings in Asia and the Pacific,
stretching its shipping to the limit. With a popula-
tion of 100 million, the Japanese Empire had no
prospect of conquering 130 million Americans –
even if the Japanese could get here.

However, it’s interesting to speculate upon the
Empire of the Sun clashing with tens of thou-
sands of American deerstalkers armed with Win-
chester 94s and Model 70s.

Today the military/industrial complex’s go-to
bogeyman is China,
which is not about
to start a war with its
number one trade
partner. That feud
would destroy both
economies, but the
Pentagon and the
pols need somebody
as an excuse for
buying platinum-
plated stealth air-
planes and sub-
marines. 

So let’s set aside
the “Who” for a
moment and look at
the “What.” What

would an invader face, aside from the U.S. military?
It’s called the unorganized militia.
Presently the U.S. armed forces involve 1.47

million active and 1.45 million reserve component
personnel: 2.92 million at home and abroad.

What’s left to oppose our hypothetical invasion?
For starters, it’s not several million deerstalkers.

Those merely with hunting licenses are not the
Founders’ bulwark against oppression. They’re just
where you start the winnowing process. (Some
background: circa 1980 an Oregon IPSC friend
was a game warden. He conducted some
impromptu field tests of random nimrods and
found that the average effective range on a paper
plate was about 40 yards. On the other hand,
some of us know people who’ve made one-shot
kills at 300 yards.)

Meanwhile, let’s omit the NRA. It has about
four million members, but there’s no telling how
many are proficient marksmen.

So what’s the likely number to resist oppression?
Consider how many Americans bag a deer

every year. It’s far less than the number of hunting
licenses, but it’s a good starting point. After all,
anyone who spends money, time, and effort
tromping around the woods, being cold and
uncomfortable for the chance to fire one round, is
a candidate for resistance.

The World’s Biggest Army
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